Whenever the iPad is used in a classroom these are the rules students must follow:

**iPad Settings:**

- Use ‘Do not disturb’ settings:
  - Turn the ‘Do not disturb’ settings to ON
  - Go to settings > notifications > Do not disturb > allow calls from no one
  - Go to settings > notifications > Do not disturb > allow calls from no one > turn off repeat calls

**Do:**

- Shut down all apps at the beginning of each lesson
- Only open iPad when instructed
- Only open apps that you’ve been directed to use by the teacher
- Ensure that the necessary apps are present and updated
- Charge your iPad daily (there are no facilities to charge at the College)
- Bring earphones to each class
- Ask the teacher for permission to use the camera.

**Do Not:**

- Take photos or record (video or voice) without permission
- Use inappropriate apps or games
- Open any games or apps unless directed by the teacher
- Use any app that allows messaging
- Use any inappropriate images or wallpaper items. Inappropriate means any material or content that is unsuitable for the child’s age or considered inappropriate by the teacher.

Note: The teacher may randomly inspect your iPad at any stage of the lesson to see if you are following the above rules. Failure to comply with any of the above rules will result in a consequence issued by the teacher and possibly further action taken by the College.